
AN INTRODUCTION FROM  

THE TRANSITION TASK FORCE 
MOUNT CALVARY CONGREGATIONAL VITALITY SURVEY // SPRING 2018 

As part of both updating our strategic plan and preparing to call a new associate pastor, Mount Calvary 

complete the Congregational Vitality Survey in the spring of 2018.  227 people completed the survey, which is 

about 70% of the average worship participation on a Sunday.  

The survey is from the Congregational Vitality Project (http://www.congregationalvitalitysurvey.com), an effort 

to create a more spiritually holistic way to give a snapshot in time of a congregation. 

   

INITIAL OBSERVATIONS FROM THE TASK FORCE  

From the Vitality and Sustainability 

summary on page 11.  

Green dot in the upper right-hand box 

(Vital and Sustainable) is Mount 

Calvary’s result. 

 

 

 

 

Overall: There is much going well in the life of Mount Calvary and the community is both vital (engaged and 

active) and sustainable and viable.   

In reflecting on both the trends in the community and the congregation, the Transition Task Force identified 

that while Mount Calvary is likely to remain spiritual, we will face greater challenges around long term 

sustainability. This calls us to think creatively about the structure of our congregation, how best to 

mobilizing the gifts we have, and continuing to partner with other organizations to multiply our impact.  

 

Additional Observations from the Survey 

• The overall climate of Mount Calvary is healthy.  We feel connected and supported as a community. We 

agree on many things and when we don’t we disagree constructively.  

• We feel we are a positive force in the community.  

• We are optimistic about our mission and future.  
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Questions for Reflection raised by the Survey 

• How can we better invite and welcome guests?  How can we better support and incorporate 

newcomers?  

• What ways can we grow in our faith, both individually and together?  How do we do that for all ages? 

(e.g. not only kids)  

• Do we know the gifts and talents of the congregation? Are we using everyone’s talents effectively?   

• Could we do even more with other congregations and community organizations?  What would that look 

like and how do we need to support that partnering? 

 

On behalf of the Transition Task Force, thank you for taking time to complete the survey.  It is one important 

piece of information that the Task Force is using in its process of discernment.  

You can stay up to date on the Transition Task Force via the Mount Calvary web site 

http://www.mtcalvary.com, by looking under Who We Are, then clicking on Transition Task Force.   

If you have any questions about this survey or the Transition Task force in general, please contact Jeremy 

Bierlein, Transition Task Force Lead. 

http://www.mtcalvary.com/


Congregational Vitality Survey

What is the Congregational Vitality Survey?
The Congregational Vitality Index measures the strengths and challenges of a congregation according to
three dimensions: the congregation’s connections with God, each other and  the world.  Items from
the survey relating to this area are grouped into scales. The average of those items is presented as a
scale score. All scale items range from 1 (poor) to 5 (great). The target is to score higher than 4. Although
items below 3 are considered a struggle for the congregation, it is better to focus on patterns across items
rather than one low score.

This report is divided into four sections. There is one section for each of the scales (God, Each Other and
World) and one concerning some of the factors that contribute to vitality. Finally there is a comparison of
this congregation to aggregated congregations using a composite scale of key indicators.

instanceID

Total responses

11727

3/20/2018

Saint Paul Area Synod, ELCA

11727_3/20/2018

227Who took the survey?

Congregation ID Synod:

1948reportID

Eagan MNMount Calvary
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Congregational Vitality Survey

Connecting with God scale
The following chart shows the average response to each question. These questions show how well
respondents believe the congregation helps individuals grow in faith and how connected the congregation
is to God's mission. Scores at or above 4 indicate that the congregation feels they are doing well in
connecting with God. 4.3God Scale Score

Things to notice:
· Note the high and low marks in the above chart. Talk about the congregation's strengths and challenges.
        What patterns emerge? Are people's impressions of the congregation consistent with their self reporting 
       (next pages).
· Compare these items to the pace of spiritual growth.  Most people should feel they are growing. If there is a
      high percentage of people who feel stalled (over 10%), addition conversation is warranted.
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Congregational Vitality Survey

Spirituality Congregational

Compare how respondents described the congregation with how they described themselves. Below are
descriptions of their own experience in the congregation and how often they participate in activities associated with
this scale. The graphs show the number of people who gave each response.

Look for consistency. For example, a congregation that rates itself high on helping adults grow in faith should see
that most people report growing faith, that their spiritual needs are met, that they participate in regular prayer,
devotions and study and that they have meaningful spiritual conversations on a regular basis.

Are your congregation's activities leading to action in its participants?

From Congregation to Respondent - Faith in Action?
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Congregational Vitality Survey

Connecting with Each Other Scale
The responses to these questions show to what extent members are connecting with each other. This
goes beyond how well people like each other. Questions focus on how the community of faith supports
each other and uses their gifts for mission. It refers to both newer and long time members. Scores at or
above 4 indicate that the congregation feels they are doing well in connecting with each other.

4.2Each Other Scale Score

Things to notice:
· Note the high and low marks in the chart above. Talk
about the congregation's strengths and challenges.
· Compare this chart to the next page. Consider the
ratings on social climate. Ideally you will see, a social
climate of harmony and open but respectful
disagreements. When there are no disagreements it often
means the congregation is comfortable and not pushing
itself. When
disagreements are perceived as tension or harmful
conflict, it suggests that these people are being harmed by
the conflict. Research shows that congregations with high
tension often experience harm that distracts from health.
Thriving congregations nearly always have  open
respectful conflict. Congregations with only harmony are
usually not as vital.
· Consider the number of actual visitors and
newcomers the congregation has when you review ratings
on how well the congregation welcomes, accepts and
incorporates newcomers.
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Congregational Vitality Survey

Time, Talent, TreasureChristian Community

Compare how respondents described the congregation with how they described themselves. Below are the
descriptions of their own experience in the congregation and how often they participate in activities associated
with this scale. The graphs show the number of people who gave each response.

A congregation that builds strong community and encourages people to use their gifts should see a lot of people
feeling supported and using their gifts on a regular basis. Are your congregation's activities leading to action in its
participants?

From Congregation to Respondent - Faith in Action?
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Congregational Vitality Survey

4.2

Connecting with the World Scale
The responses to these questions show how members are living out their faith in the world through word
and deed. It also shows how they are connected with their communities and with other Christians.  Scores
at or above 4 indicate that the congregation feels they are doing well in connecting with the world.

World Scale Score

Things to notice:
· Note the high and low marks in the chart. Talk about the congregation's strengths and struggles.
· Compare “equipping members to share their faith with others” from the scale graph with the next page's

graphs showing those who agree or strongly agree that they are equipped to share their faith or are 
comfortable inviting others to church.  These should align.

· Compare the percentage of those who agree or strongly agree that they are encouraged to use their gifts in
the world with how many people advocate for social justice and volunteering in the community. These
should align.

· Compare how well the congregation shares information about the ELCA with how people feel connected
with it. Compare these to how connected people feel to the wider Christian community (pg. 3). Talk about
how the Holy Spirit connects the congregation with the rest of the ELCA and the wider Christian community
as part of one body. How does the Spirit use this congregation to contribute to the wider body? How does it
benefit from the rest of the body?
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Congregational Vitality Survey

Serving Sharing Faith

From Congregation to Respondent - Faith in Action?
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Congregational Vitality Survey

God's active presence

This question asked people to describe the way they experience God's concern and involvement in their lives and
the lives of the congregation. The answers reveal the degree and nature of people's connections with God.

Research suggests that when people experience God as more concerned and involved in daily life, they are more
likely to rake risks for the sake of ministry, and to more frequently engage in ministry within their congregation and in
the world.

God in my personal life God in the life of the congregation
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Congregational Vitality Survey

Leadership

A congregation's leadership style refers to both the pastor and its lay leadership. Prior research shows
leadership that 'inspires people to take action' is associated with the most vital congregations including
congregations that are growing.

The 'leadership style' that has the most negative effect is no style at all. Studies show that congregations with
many people who say they are 'not sure' how to describe the leadership usually have lower scale scores.
Why are people not sure? It may reflect respondents who are new to the congregation or visiting. The
respondents may have little experience beyond worship. There may have been a recent leadership change and
people don't know each other, or if it may reflect on a lack of clear, focused leadership.

Leadership's communication with the congregation is key to successful implementation of any strategy.
People's willingness to participate in leadership may relate to many factors including their lifestyles, how they
are invited, whether their input is really welcome (are new ideas valued and used?), and their perception of
whether the specific tasks are worth their time. Research suggests that people are more willing to lead when
they can do things they are interested in rather than fill slots for the congregation. How does leadership identify
where the energy lies in the congregation? How does your congregation ask potential leaders about their
interests? How does leadership inspire new people to act on those interests?
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Congregational Vitality Survey

Sustainability

Congregations need resources to continue connecting people with God, each other and the world.
Two primary resources include money (to pay for staff, fund ministries and maintain facilities) and
people power (to engage in  ministries). The vitality asked respondents to rate the congregation's
overall sustainability. It also asked specific questions about resources.
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Congregational Vitality Survey

Vitality & Sustainability
The dot on the chart below shows your congregation's overall vitality compared to your sustainability.
The vitality score comes from the average of 15 key items that, when combined, show the congregation's overall
connections to God, each other and the world. Scores over 4 are considered vital. The sustainability score shows
the average from the question about overall sustainability. Average scores over 3 (able to maintain ministry) are
considered sustainable.

What does this mean?  Identify the box with the dot.
A: Vital but not sustainable: You are focused on God's work but may not have the necessary resources to
keep going. Ask God about partnering with another ministry, re-imagining the shape of your ministry or finding
another outlet for your spiritual gifts.

B: Vital and currently viable, but not sustainable: You may want to think more creatively about your
congregation's structure. Focus on your assets and ask God what is really needed to do mission in your context
right now. Are there specific skills you need? Are there partners who can help you?

D: Neither vital or sustainable: Discern whether your congregation has the energy to keep going or if it is time
to celebrate your ministry's life and end it with dignity. This allows resources and remaining people to be used by
God in other places. Deciding to let go and trust God's promises of resurrection can be a faithful response to God's
call.

E: Currently viable, but not sustainable and not vital: Even though you are still viable, you may want to ask
what kind of ministry you are  hoping to sustain. Is this ministry primarily about sharing God's love with the world, or
keeping your close-knit community going?  What is God calling you toward? Spiritual discernment  is key.

F: Sustainable but not vital: Spiritual renewal is your highest priority. Focus on God's presence and clarify
God's call to your congregation. Explore and expand how you love God and your neighbors.

See the next page to understand how to prioritize your congregation's energy.

Vital but not sustainable Vital and currently viable
but not sustainable

Vital and sustainable

Neither vital or
sustainable

Currently viable, but not
sustainable or vital

Sustainable but not vital

4.1Average Vitality : 3.1Average Sustainability:
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C: Vital and sustainable: You are on track. Remain flexible and keep focused on foundational issues. 
Address any disagreements with respect and keep God's call front and center.


